An advice giver may use of a distance-measuring device or compass to gather information on distance or direction.

During a round, if an advice giver uses a distance-measuring device to measure elevation changes, or uses a device to interpret distance or directional information (such as using a device to get a recommended line of play or club selection based on the location of the player's ball), the advice giver's position may be revoked.

**Note:** Player Penalties:

- During a round, if a player asks for and is given these elevation changes that were measured by a distance-measuring device or distance or directional information that was interpreted by a device from any person (including an advice giver) and knew the elevation changes were measured or the information was interpreted during the round, the player gets the penalty under Rule 4.3a(1).

- During a round, if a player is given these elevation changes that were measured by a distance-measuring device or distance or directional information that was interpreted by a device from any person (including an advice giver), that was measured or interpreted during the round, the player gets no penalty. **Exception:** If the player knew the elevation changes were measured or the information was interpreted, during the round, and knew this would breach the Rules if measured or interpreted by the player, if possible, the player must try to stop that person from giving the information. If the player does not do so, he is treated as asking for the information and gets the penalty under Rule 4.3a(1).